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Introduction 

The use of prosthetics devices to facilitate penile erection 
in men with erectile dysfunction (ED) has a long and 
colorful history. External devices have been touted since at 
least the early 20th century; materials that have historically 
been considered for implantation include osseous materials 
from exogenous sources or allogenic transplants such as 
ribs (1). Woven acrylic and solid silicone devices were also 
utilized (1). These early interventions were fraught with 
potential for serious complications and/or poor efficacy. 

The modern penile prosthesis came into being in 
the early 1970s with the work of F. Brantley Scott (who 
developed the first modern inflatable penile implant) (2) 
and Hernan Carrion and Michael Small (who developed 
a malleable device for penile insertion) (3). Over the past 
45 years numerous innovations have advanced the science 
of penile implants; examples include devices to facilitate 
implant insertion (e.g., the Furlow introducer tool), lock 
out valves to prevent auto-inflation, kink-resistant tubing, 

expansile implant cylinders, easier to operate pumps, more 
durable implant components, and antibiotic or hydrophilic 
coatings to reduce risk of infection (4-6). Preassembled 
implants with a minimal need to splice together tubing have 
reduced the risk of leakage at connection points. In addition 
to technical improvements in the implants themselves 
and the tools used to insert them, surgical technique has 
improved in terms of (I) the methods for device insertion 
and reservoir placement, (II) the strategies to improve 
cosmesis and functional length, and the (III) techniques to 
reduce risk of infection. The pioneering work by the early 
implant surgeons has set the stage for the modern era of 
penile implant surgery, in which surgical management is an 
indispensable tool in the urologic surgeon’s armamentarium 
of treatment options for ED. Even with the availability of 
highly effective oral pharmacotherapy for ED and potential 
future medical treatments (e.g., low-intensity shock wave 
therapy, stem cell or gene therapy) penile implant surgery 
will likely remain an important intervention.

Modern implants are marvels of sophistication with 
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excellent durability and high rates of patient satisfaction (7).  
Nevertheless, the potential always exists for further 
improvement in both implants themselves and in techniques 
for placement. In this review, we will highlight limitations 
or challenges with contemporary penile implants and 
discuss novel directions in penile implant technology. 
Specifically, we will assess means to produce more durable 
and satisfactory prostheses, improve operative technique, 
and help manage perioperative infection risk.

Trends in prosthesis design

Inflatable penile prostheses (IPP) remain the standard of 
care in the United States, accounting for the vast majority 
of devices implanted. Globally, malleable devices are more 
often used due to cost and reliability issues. There is a 
general consensus that inflatable devices create a more 
natural flaccid look and permit a closer approximation of 
normal physiological erections. Interventions that reduce 
the price of implant materials (e.g., lower cost means to 
produce medical grade silicone) and/or entry of competitors 
into the market may lead to progressively lower costs, 
making inflatable devices accessible to a larger swath of the 
global ED population. 

Aside from innovation that may reduce costs, future IPP 
may include more durable and/or flexible components. The 
realm of material’s science is in constant evolution, with 
newer substances introduced on a regular basis. Whether 
these innovations can influence the design or composition 
of existing implants is unclear, particularly since the 
financial incentives for companies producing prosthetic 
devices may not be aligned with incremental improvements 
in durability.

Several ideas that have been suggested in the past 
include “remote controlled” penile prostheses that may 
be activated without the need for manual compression 
of a pump (8). In a more whimsical vein, some have 
proposed that the incorporation of elements to enhance 
partner pleasure may be desirable; this is most typically 
suggested in the form of a “vibrating” penile implant that 
may convey vibratory stimulation to a partner. Aside from 
the clear technical difficulties involved in implanting and 
maintaining a charge on a device that is placed inside the 
penis and is simultaneously powerful enough to produce 
external vibrations, the utility of such a device to a sexual 
partner remains somewhat ambiguous. In the case of female 
partners, vibratory stimulation is usually most pleasurable 
when applied to the clitoris, which may or may not come 

into contact with the penis during intercourse. Use of 
an external vibrator seems a much simpler (and safer) 
alternative to a vibrating penile implant. 

Heat sensitive polymers that change conformation 
and rigidity have also been explored for the construction 
of penile implants. Very recently, a touchless prosthesis 
designed to achieve a set shape from magnetic induction was 
reported (9). This prosthesis, consisting of a temperature-
tuned nickel titanium alloy, was implanted in both an animal 
model and in several cadavers in the “flaccid” state and then 
activated using an external magnetic inducer wand. The 
device was activated within 45 seconds with a small but 
likely clinically unimportant increase in skin temperature at 
the implant site. The implant was able to resist substantial 
buckling forces (10). Although early in development, the 
potential of such a device to obviate the need for pumps 
and hydraulic tubing may pose a substantial advantage in 
terms of durability and ease of operation. Long term safety, 
ease of activation on demand, maximal obtainable rigidity, 
and prevention of unwanted activation from exposure to 
magnetic fields (e.g., with magnetic resonance imaging) 
remain major issues that will need to be resolved for this 
form of implant.

Trends in pre-operative management

There has been some interest in the preservation/
optimization of penile length prior to radical prostatectomy 
via administration of routine penile traction. Data on penile 
traction/vacuum device placement is hampered by the 
absence of large multi-institutional case series and marked 
difficulty with patient compliance with the rigorous regimen 
required for apparent benefit. Nonetheless, several small 
series have indicated benefit (albeit modest) for men who 
utilize some form of “pre-habilitation” before undergoing 
penile implant surgery (11,12).

Vacuum erection device (VED) use prior to prosthesis 
surgery produced a statistically significant increase in 
stretched penile length at surgery compared to baseline 
in a randomized trial (11). Men randomized to VED were 
required to use the device for 10–15 minutes daily for at 
least 1 month (n=25) compared to control patients who 
did not use the VED (n=25). Men in the VED group 
realized a mean 0.8 cm increase in penile length (P=0.02) 
compared to a mean of 0.2 cm (P=0.104) in the control 
group. Corporal dilation was described by surgeons (blinded 
to group allocation) as “smooth” in 100% patients in the 
VED group compared to just 69% of patients in the control 
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group (P=0.014). In a similar fashion, a small case series 
utilized traction therapy in 10 men with instructions for 
2 hours daily for 2–4 months prior to surgery. Stretched 
penile length showed a mean 1.5 cm increase over baseline 
at the time of surgery and a mean 0.9 cm increase post-
operatively. Three men had no net gain. A majority (60%) 
of men did report some difficulty with utilizing the device, 
and 40% reported pain (12).

There appears to be little downside to consideration of 
pre-habilitation for penile implant placement. That said, 
patients must be made aware that the gains appear to be 
somewhat modest and the “pre-habilitation” process itself 
can be onerous.

It is well established that surgical outcomes tend to 
improve as surgeon volume increases (13,14). In a simplistic 
sense, this may relate to an increasing expertise and 
efficiency on the part of the surgeon, but it is equally likely 
that improvements in systems (e.g., operating room staff 
that are knowledgeable about the procedure, established 
treatment pathways for surgical patients, etc.) also 
contribute to these superior outcomes (15). Penile implants 
are no exception to this general rule of surgical outcomes; 
ergo, it may be preferable that penile prosthesis surgery not 
be performed by “dabblers” but rather by individuals who 
have had intensive training and/or extensive experience 
with implant surgery. A greater depth of experience and 
knowledge enables the implant surgeon to recognize and 
manage problems and potential solutions. This “center 
of excellence” concept is well recognized in the realm 
of urologic oncology, but there is no reason it cannot be 
applied to benign urologic surgeries such as penile implant 
placement. 

Crucially, the enhanced ability of an experienced surgeon 
to recognize and manage potential problems applies in 
terms of both pre-operative counseling and intraoperative 
management. Most experienced implant surgeons have 
cared for patients with unreasonable or unattainable 
expectations. Trost et al. summarized these sorts of 
patients in an excellent review paper using the acronym 
“CURSED Penis”, referring to patients with tendencies to 
be Compulsive/Obsessive, Unrealistic, requesting Revision, 
Shopping for numerous surgeons, Entitled, in Denial, or 
carrying a Psychiatric diagnosis (e.g., mood disorder, body 
dysmorphic disorder, substance abuse) (16). Standards of 
medical professionalism dictate that even patients with these 
disorders not necessarily be denied management of ED with 
a penile implant; however, when there is abundant evidence 
that the patient’s perceived outcomes are likely to be poor, 

the surgeon is best served to defer management until 
such time as reasonable expectations about post-operative 
functional status can be set with the patient. Pre-operative 
expectations are a very strong predictor of post-operative 
outcome (17); it is essential that the patient approach penile 
prosthetic surgery with a reasonable idea of what a penile 
implant can and cannot do. 

Trends in operative management

Interestingly, the measured length of penile corpora and 
implant length shows a trend towards slight but significant 
increase over time. These findings were obtained from 
manufacturer data so causality cannot be inferred; whether 
this represents (ranked of in order of decreasing likelihood 
based on our collective opinion) a trend towards more 
aggressive sizing on the part of surgeons, a trend towards 
greater desire for implants among patients with larger 
phallus size, or a shift in population penis size over a very 
short interval of time is unclear (18). Regardless of cause, 
there is obviously an upward limit on the size of implant 
that can be placed without major risk, so we do not foresee 
this as a trend that will continue indefinitely. 

Increasing mean penile length also begs the question of 
how to size prostheses appropriately. Although clinical data 
are not conclusive, experimental data indicate that greater 
a utilization of rear tip extenders is associated with lower 
axial rigidity of the activated penile prosthetic, particularly 
in larger size implants (19,20). This may relate to instability 
at the interface between the inflatable and non-inflatable 
device components and/or the relatively smaller size of the 
inflatable device itself when rear tip extenders are used to 
constitute the corporal length. The benefits of minimizing 
rear tip extenders must be balanced against technical 
challenges accessing the proximal portions of the crura and/
or burying implant tubing with the corpora itself. Optimal 
use of rear tip extenders in the future is likely to be driven 
largely by surgeon preference and patient factors.

A specific adaptation that may be easily adapted by 
most implant surgeons is use (or approximation) of the “no 
touch” technique (21). With this approach, contact with the 
genital skin is minimized using Ioban or similar drapes. It is 
also routine in this approach to change the surgical gloves 
and instruments that have been used for initial exposure 
once the field has been prepped for actual placement of the 
device itself. This approach is associated with infection rates 
of approximately 0.35% in first-time implants (21). There 
is little apparent downside to this approach, aside from 
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some negligible expenditure in terms of time and materials; 
adherence to the general principles of this approach should 
be considered by all implant surgeons.

Placement of a retroperitoneal reservoir is one of the 
more stressful aspects of IPP placement. While major 
complications are rare, it is entry into the retropubic space 
at which truly disastrous intraoperative complications (e.g., 
bladder injury, major vascular injury, bowel injury) may 
occur (22). Major vascular injury is usually immediately 
apparent due to hemorrhage; bladder or bowel injuries 
may also be immediately apparent but can present in a 
delayed fashion with infection, urine leak, abscess/sepsis, or 
enterocutaneous fistula. The likelihood of any of these is 
increased in the setting of prior retroperitoneal surgery.

Development of means to avoid the retroperitoneal 
space of Retzius may mitigate these risks. In the past, 
implant reservoirs have been spherical so as to optimize 
the ratio of reservoir size to volume; this had the effect of 
making placement of the reservoir in superficial locations 
unsatisfactory in terms of cosmesis and comfort. The 
development of flat or clover-leaf reservoirs has facilitated 
the exploration of alternative sites for reservoir placement, 
most commonly anterior to the transversalis fascia (23). 
In the ideal circumstance, the reservoir may be placed via 
the external ring into this space and advanced superiorly 
into a location where subsequent herniation becomes 
unlikely. Cephalad placement may minimize the potential 
for subsequent device herniation; use of nasal specula to 
cannulate the external ring and long ring forceps may help 
facilitate this. Special tools (patterned after these existing 
instruments but designed with preservation of reservoir 
function in mind) have been developed to facilitate 
placement by some experts (24). This approach minimizes 
the potential for major surgical complications but may 
also increase the risk of a thin patient expressing bother 
from a palpable reservoir or, more seriously, experiencing 
reservoir herniation (24). As this approach is relatively new, 
longitudinal data will be required to determine whether 
this approach is inferior, comparable, or superior to existing 
means of implant placement. Ectopic placement of a 
reservoir posterior to the rectus muscle will also remain 
an option; this approach requires an extra incision for 
placement and for removal but obviates some of the risks of 
herniation and/or major visceral injury.

Phalloplasty at the time of IPP placement may be 
associated with greater patient satisfaction. Ventral 
phalloplasty, or release of the penoscrotal web, has been 
shown to give patients the perception of increased penile 

length in a study by Miranda-Sousa et al. (25). In this study 
36 of 43 patients who underwent ventral phalloplasty 
with wedge resection of the penoscrotal web at the time 
of IPP reported increased penile length, while 31 of 37 
patients who did not undergo phalloplasty reported penile 
shortening. Resection of the penoscrotal web has also 
been described using a “Z-plasty” (26) or “Y-V plasty” (27)  
technique. These various incisions for treatment of the 
penoscrotal web may carry more potential for complications 
than standard incisions, but the potential for improved 
cosmesis/perceived length may make them viable 
considerations for select cases.

Dorsal phalloplasty has also been described as a means to 
increases visible penile length by using permanent sutures to 
tack the dermis and pre-pubic fat to the pubic symphysis (13).  
In one study, of the 66 men who underwent dorsal 
phalloplasty at the time of IPP placement, only 6.1% 
reported penile shortening, compared to 80% of the 60 men 
who had IPP placement alone (13). A smaller study of 8 
obese patients with problematic pre-pubic fat and refractory 
ED described a technique of suprapubic lipectomy followed 
by immediate placement of an IPP using an infrapubic 
approach through the large suprapubic incision. One 
patient in this series experienced infection, possibly related 
to unplanned and early removal of surgical drains, but the 
remainder reported satisfactory cosmetic and functional 
outcomes (28). 

The additional surgical risks of these various surgical 
modifications must be weighed against the potential 
benefit to our patients. In the absence of additional data, 
we suggest that these modifications not be considered the 
contemporary standard of care and should be reserved for 
use only by experienced surgeons in the context of well-
informed patients who are likely to experience sub-optimal 
anatomic outcomes when using standard techniques. We 
do not believe that these will become standard operating 
procedure for the majority of IPP patients.

Trends in managing infection risk in prosthetic 
surgery

Infection is a devastating complication after IPP. 
Historically, the rate of infection for primary penile 
implants has been reported between 1–3% for primary 
implants and 10% for implants undergoing revision or 
replacement (29). Existing guidance on the prevention 
of penile implant infections (adapted from the recent 
International Consultation on Sexual Medicine guidelines) 
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is provided in Table 1 (30).
An important and non-controversial consideration for 

prevention of IPP infection is administration of parenteral 
antibiotics prior to skin incision. Broad spectrum coverage 
against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria 
is standard in both American Urological Association and 
European Urology Association guidelines (31,32). However, 
a recent study by Gross et al. indicated that nearly a third 
of positive cultures obtained at the time of salvage/explant 
for infection revealed microorganisms resistant to standard 
recommended prophylaxis; examples included Candida 
species (11%), anaerobes (11%), and Staph aureus (9%). A 
quarter of the positive cultures also revealed polymicrobial 
infections (33). The implication of this higher than expected 
rate of infections not responsive to traditional prophylactic 
antibiotics is that antibiograms may need to be constantly 
updated and consideration should be given to broadening 
antibiotic coverage, particularly if there are other risk 
factors for infection.

The formation of a biofilm on the surface of an IPP 
is believed to play a major role in the development of an 
infected prosthesis (34). The device may be contaminated 
prior to, during, or after an operation (e.g., hematogenous 
spread). Establishment of a biofilm occurs with the 
implantation of free-flowing bacterial or fungal cells 
(sometimes known as planktonic cells) that have the  
ability to establish micro-colonies through clonal 
expansion. Crucially, colonies can be established in as little 
as 16 hours, highlighting the importance of peri-operative 
antibiotics (35). Once colonies mature, they secrete a 
protective matrix comprised of polysaccharides, proteins, 
glycolipids, and DNA, collectively known as extrapolymeric 
substances (EPS). This matrix shields microbes from 
host immune cells while allowing the inflow of nutrients. 
A biofilm may be quiescent but also has the potential to 

disperse microbes from the colony; it is likely during this 
stage that an infected device becomes clinically apparent.

Biofilms are a serious challenge, as they render 
microbial colonies impenetrable to antibiotic therapy (35), 
which is the primary tool in the surgeon’s armamentarium. 
Antibiotic coating (pre-coated into the implant itself by the 
manufacturer or bound by immersion of the hydrophilic 
implant into an antibiotic solution) appears highly effective 
at inhibiting the establishment of microbial colonies. 
This intervention has led to the current 1–3% rate of 
infection (29), which is lower in the context of high-
volume surgeons. The rare infections that do occur in the 
context of antibiotic coated penile implants are typically 
sub-acute, presenting in a delayed fashion with chronic 
pain and scant drainage rather than florid purulence and 
sepsis. These infections may occur due to planktonic cells 
that are antibiotic resistant, sub-inhibitory concentrations 
of antibiotics, or delayed infection of the device by 
hematogenous spread after the antibiotic is no longer 
present. 

A novel alternative approach to biofilm formation may 
be establishment of a biofilm made up of clinically indolent 
bacteria. The majority of clinically uninfected penile 
implants removed for mechanical breakdown or other 
reasons have evidence of biofilm formation (36-38); hence, 
it may not be feasible to prevent biofilm in all cases but 
rather to hope that biofilm which does form consists of non-
pathogenic bacteria. Antimicrobial prophylaxis may thus be 
most important for the management of microbial species 
that are not prone to pathogenesis. Selection of antibiotics 
(for parenteral administration or for impregnation on 
actual devices) should be made with consideration to local 
antibiograms, which may vary between geographic locales.

Another intriguing innovation in the management 
of biofilms is the application of ultrasound-targeted 

Table 1 Perioperative preparation to reduce penile implant infections

Treat urinary tract infections pre-operatively

Placement of urinary catheter to prevent urine leak onto the operative field

Administer antibiotics 1 hour prior to incision and continue for 24 hours postoperatively

Shave the patient in the operating room (not before)

Prep the skin with chlorhexidine-alcohol or equivalent solution

Utilize antibiotic coated implants

Cease tobacco use for at least 4 weeks prior to surgery

Optimize control of blood sugar in patients with diabetes
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microbubble destruction (UTMB). This intervention has 
been studied and shown efficacious for management of 
S. epidermidis biofilms in vitro and in a rabbit model (39). 
Administration of UTMB in conjunction with the antibiotic 
vancomycin has demonstrated synergy between these two 
means of treatment. The peptide human β-defensin 3 
has also been shown to have efficacy in the destruction of 
Staphylococcal biofilms (40), particularly when administered 
in conjunction with UTMB (41). The bulk of studies to 
date have focused on orthopedic prostheses composed 
of titanium (41), but UTMB may be of interest in the 
management of penile prosthesis infections. Whether this 
approach can be applied to silastic implants utilized for 
penile prosthetic surgery remains unclear, but this would 
be a fertile line of inquiry; removal of penile prostheses 
is associated with dense scar tissue formation and penile 
length loss whereas immediate replacement carries a 
substantial risk of persistent infection, even in the context of 
copious washout for salvage (42,43).

An alternative approach for the management of infected 
penile prosthesis has been advanced by Swords et al., who 
reported on the use of a cast of calcium sulfate impregnated 
with antimicrobials as a temporary corporal “place-
holder” for use in the setting of penile implant infection. 
This approach was reported in two patients, one of whom 
returned within the prescribed time and had an uneventful 
replacement of a penile implant with minimal corporal 
scarring. The second patient did not keep to the scheduled 
appointments and returned 12 weeks later with reabsorption 
of the cast and extensive corporal scarring (44). The role of 
this novel approach in implant infection remains unclear; 
further research will be required for this to be considered 
standard care.

Trends in post-operative management

The opioid epidemic in America has necessitated a 
reassessment of how surgeons dispense narcotic pain 
medicine and more broadly how we manage post-operative 
pain. Penile implant surgery is not the most invasive of 
procedures, but it does involve the installation of hardware 
inside a very sensitive part of a man’s body. Consideration 
must be given to means by which we may improve analgesia 
post-operatively. 

A number of reviews have highlighted the utility of local 
anesthetics, administered via a dorsal penile block, pudendal 
nerve block, and/or by intracavernous installation (45). 
There is little potential downside to local anesthetics and 

great potential for benefit in terms of patient comfort and 
reduced reliance on opioids. Integration of next generation, 
slow-release local anesthetics has been reported and is 
associated with substantial reduction in post-operative 
opioid requirement (46). The efficacy of these local 
therapies may be enhanced by the integration with non-
narcotic analgesics [e.g., acetaminophen, nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), COX-2 inhibitors] (45).

Conclusions

Penile implants have served men well and are an essential 
component in the urologist’s armamentarium for ED 
management. The opportunity to improve function and 
patient satisfaction should, however, be seized and best 
practices (in terms of perioperative management) should be 
integrated with the latest advances in material sciences so as 
to further improve our ability to care for men with ED.
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